
Convertible Infinity Under-mount Spa Sink® Manual  
Installation 

1. Lay the stone top in place. DO NOT glue the top/sinks on yet.  
2. Set the metal stand inside the square porcelain sink.  

 
3. Adjust all 4 legs, one leg at a time by twisting it, so the stand’s top surface is 

at the same level/surface of the bottom of the stone top surface as shown. 

       
 

4. Take the stands out and line the porcelain sink with food shrink wrap, cover 
all porcelain areas, and put the stand back into the sink. Put the stone 
square onto the metal plate, leaving same spacing between front and back, 
left and right. If the back side of the metal is showing when you look down, 
move the sink backward a bit and adjust the marble placement accordingly.  

5. Glue the sinks and top to the cabinet.  
 
 



6. Apply a dollop of silicon in the diameter of 2” at the center of the top metal 
surface. Set the stone insert down leaving equal spacing between front to 
back, side to side. Gently pressed down. 
 

 
 

7. Leave it untouched for 12 hours for silicon/glue to set. Seal all stone 
surfaces with stone sealer before use. Caulk along the sinks. Consult with 
your local hardware store with regards to stone sealer.  
 

Operation and Maintenance 
1. All natural stones have pores on the surface and needs to be sealed before 

contact with water. Especially those areas that will be in direct contact with 
water i.e. stone inserts. It is highly suggested that you apply stone sealer as 
needed to maintain its surface characters. 

2. Avoid temperature cycle. Running extreme water temperatures within 
short amount of time on natural stone can potentially damage the stone. 

3. Avoid exerting excessive forces on the stone insert.  
4. If water splash off from the insert to outside of the sink perimeter, adjust 

water flow rates accordingly from the rough in valves. 
 

  


